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Robot Task Control Utilizing Human-in-the-loop Perception Wonpil Yu, Jae-Yeong Lee, Heesung Chae, Kyuseo Han, Yucheol Lee, and Minsu Jang



Abstract— We propose a network robot application utilizing a human-in-the-loop structure. The proposed structure hybridizes robot perception with perception capability of a human, rendering a robot immune to the uncontrolled environment. Network infrastructure enables the user to intervene in the operation of a robot whenever necessary, enabling seamless transition of task control between the robot and the remote user. We have developed a prototype security robot system by implementing the proposed human-in-the-loop structure. Introduction of network infrastructure, however, also invokes system instability due to network fluctuation, time delay, or jittering. We could resolve the instability by imparting task intelligence to the robot and employing wireless distribution system (WDS) configuration for seamless data communication beyond the coverage of a single access point. Although our approach may solve only part of problems inherent in networked robots, we found that the developed robot system bears sufficient applicability to real world robotic systems incorporating large-area robot navigation.



I. INTRODUCTION Until recently, robots have demonstrated their usefulness in a limited number of applications such as welding, assembly, packaging, and the like. These applications typically comprise a series of predetermined operations in a precisely controlled environment. Today, there is a growing interest for robots to better serve humans beyond manufacturing sites and to accommodate various demands raised as social, industrial, and personal needs change. While traditional robotics research focused on enhancing functionalities of robots, a new computing paradigm, which is now called ubiquitous computing, has been proposed [1]. To date, a number of novel technologies have been proposed supporting the idea of ubiquitous computing: radio frequency identification, wireless sensor network, mobile devices, broadband convergence network, etc. We may consider network robotics [15] as a specific embodiment of ubiquitous computing from the standpoint of robotics. Network robot, once called as online robot or Internet robot during the early days of the Internet, utilizes wireless communication for transmission of sensor and robot control signals to and from remote users or collaborating robots. Wireless communication has contributed to the expansion of robotic applications but at the same time, invoked system instability originating from bandwidth fluctuation, time delay, or jittering of network. As a solution to the above problem, imparting local intelligence as much as possible to a remote robot (or client) was suggested [15]. The authors are with U-Robot Research Division at ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute), Daejeon, Korea. E-mail:
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Aside from the network problem, it is well known that perception of environment is one of key obstacles to be overcome for commercialization of robotic systems [13]. Improvement of robot service quality under dynamic environment is a challenging task for building commercial robotic systems, where a recent work [14] has suggested a semi-autonomous and human-in-the-loop approach for manipulation in human environments. Recent experiments in adjustable autonomy also gives much insight to designing a human robot interaction mechanism, describing human metalevel control over the level of robot autonomy [12]. However, it is rare to find a robotic system that faithfully performs given tasks in uncontrolled situations. Although wireless communication invokes network-oriented instability, it is a primary goal of this research to design a human-in-the-loop perception mechanism to cope with dynamic environment by making use of pervasive network and communications infrastructure. For a realistic demonstration of the proposed humanin-the-loop structure, we have developed a security robot system based on network and communication infrastructure. A variety of recent security robot systems make use of network or communication infrastructure [6]–[11]. An early development of a ground surveillance robot introduced a blackboard architecture for communication of commands and exchange of sensor data among constituting elements of the robot [3], where each individual element may be considered primitive from the standpoint of current technology. A recent work described an architecture for a security robot utilizing WLAN and mobile IPv6 [4], proposing a solution for seamless network hand-off when the robot crosses a current WLAN coverage into another one. A probabilistic approach implemented coordination of multi-robots for surveillance task, taking the limitations and uncertainties of sensors into account for operation in large environments [5]. As described earlier, detection and matching of events originating from dynamic environment is a formidable task for any robotic system; in fact, it is almost impossible to distinguish individual events originating from dynamic environment, whereas the same task is so simple for humans. It is, therefore, a natural reasoning that a robotic system carrying out a specific task in the ordinary environment should be equipped with a mechanism to deal with unexpected events in cooperation with human [14]. The most convenient approach to this goal is to implement a telepresence system [2], whereby a human supervisor can intervene in the operation of a robotic system whenever the robotic system fails to handle the unexpected events. However, it is a paradoxical situation that while network and communication infrastructure are
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a practical means for the robotic system to deal with uncontrolled situations, the same infrastructure may introduce instability to the robotic system. We have organized the paper into five sections. Section II gives an overview of the developed security robot system. Section III describes our implementation of the proposed HIL (Human-In-the-Loop) structure for the security robot system. Section IV describes a demonstrative operation of the developed security robot system and Section V concludes the paper.



(a)



II. OVERVIEW OF THE D EVELOPED S ECURITY ROBOT S YSTEM We have implemented a prototype security robot system into the ground floor of our office building, which is measured to be 74.8 m × 25.2 m. The respective roles of subsystems constituting the developed security robot system are much the same as those of conventional security robot systems [6]–[11]. A key difference lies in the proposed control architecture which allows the user to intervene in the task and a decision maker embedded in the robotic system. As shown in Fig. 1, the decision maker module decides who is entitled to execute the current task, i.e., perception task at some particular time. The decision maker module can be located inside the robot or a remote server; we have placed the decision maker module inside the robot, making task intelligence intact from network instability, while the remote server takes care of update or change of the task intelligence. We have defined two fundamental system requirements for our robotic system: robustness to dynamic environment and large-area robot navigation. We have further combined the above requirements into a single phrase to specify our design goal: a dependable security robot capable of navigating with a maximum speed of 0.5 m/s in a large office environment1 .



(b) Fig. 1. (a) Conventional controller. (b) The proposed human-in-the-loop controller.



B. Robot System We have developed a network robot carrying out a security task in the office environment. Fig. 2 shows the external appearance of the developed security robot. On-board sensors and hardware modules of the robot can be classified into two groups. •



A. Data Types We have identified three types of data: environment data, robot data, and event data. The following are brief descriptions of respective data types. • Environment data: wireless sensor network provides sensed data obtained by sensor nodes distributed across the environment. We developed a sensor network based on ZigBee [16] where sensing data obtained from a distant sensor node are transferred to the sink node installed inside the robot by using multi-hopping relay. • Robot data: sensor data gathered by sensors installed in the robot—video, sound, range data, remained battery value, and so on. • Event data: spontaneous data delivered to the decision maker module of the robot system when the robot fails to understand a current situation. Localization failure, path blockage, or system failure corresponds to this type and is used to trigger a different feedback path for robot control (see Fig. 1-(b)). 1 The maximum speed may be changed to a different value depending on the situation, which is not a primary concern of this paper.



•



Communication/network component: a sink node for gathering sensing data delivered from wireless sensor nodes, WLAN module, and HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) module to handle 3G-based communications in case of network failure Control/sensor component: Navi-Guider [18], localization sensor, laser scanner, video camera, microphone, bumper, and motion sensor



Control requests and responses are delivered between the remote user and the robot through the WLAN module installed in the robot. Video signals are transmitted being encoded according to H.263 standard while other sensor data are transmitted being encoded according to our own specific data format. C. Wireless Localization System We have developed an infrared based localization sensor. The localization sensor comprises a detector and a set of two IR tags; the two IR tags are attached on the ceiling and the detector is installed on top of the robot. The detector is equipped with an IR filter so that only IR light from the tags reach the image sensor inside the detector. Localization is based on triangulation principle, where the detector controls an on-off state of each IR tag for identification at the initialization stage by using 2.4 GHz RF communication.
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(a) Fig. 2.



The external appearance of the developed security robot.



(b)



Fig. 3.



(a) Tree routing algorithm. (b) Mobility problem.



Fig. 4.



System structure of the developed security system.



A detailed description of localization performance of the localization sensor can be found in [17]. To accommodate a large-area environment, additional tags are attached on the ceiling. Since the robot is equipped with wheel encoders, a proper fusion of encoder values and localization data significantly reduces the number of tags to be attached on the ceiling. D. Sensor Network As described in Section II-B, the developed sensor network consists of two types: wireless sensor nodes utilizing ZigBee network protocol and a sink node for collecting sensing data measured by the wireless sensor nodes. Different from existing sensor network applications, our work takes account of mobility of a navigating robot. Under normal operating conditions, data from sensor nodes can reach the robot by using the tree topology without any routing table as shown in Fig. 3-(a). (“R” represents a navigating robot.) If the robot moves out of RF transmission range of its current parent node, it cannot communicate with the entire sensor network as shown in Fig. 3-(b). Currently, Zigbee specification version 1.0 [16] does not support node mobility. To support the mobility of the robot, we have developed a mobility-supporting procedure consisting of four phases of operation: link failure detection phase, network discovery phase, rejoin phase and announcement phase. In the proposed procedure, a sink node installed in the mobile robot (hereinafter, it is called a mobile node) should behave as an end device of a Zigbee network. In other words, the mobile node must not have any child nodes in a sensor network. It is because if the communication link between the mobile node and its parent node is broken as the robot moves, then all the data transmission to or from the mobile node will be disabled. Out of transmission range, the mobile node will try to re-establish its communication link to a nearby node at the rejoining phase of the proposed procedure. If the mobile node rejoins the sensor network successfully, it gets a new network address according to the Zigbee specification. Since at this moment, sensor nodes retaining a previous network address of the mobile node cannot communicate with the mobile node, a new network address of the mobile node is announced to the entire sensor network. We consider



the proposed mobility-supporting sensor network essential to robot navigation applications utilizing network infrastructure and found it useful for the security robot system where reliable data transmission is crucial. III. H UMAN -I N - THE -L OOP A RCHITECTURE Fig. 4 illustrates the basic structure of the developed security robot system. Although we present a security robot system in this paper, various other applications can also utilize the proposed structure by implementing relevant task intelligence into the structure, which corresponds to the semantic module of Fig. 4. The semantic module corresponds to the decision maker module of Fig. 1-(b). The three functions below are primary tasks that the semantic module carries out among other things. • Exception handling We have defined four exception types: system error, navigation error, localization error, and miscellaneous error. We also defined error detection and identification method for each individual error. Some errors are difficult to define and sometimes, system reboot is the only way to deal with such an error. As shown in Table I, errors defined in the proposed robot system include typical ones observed for an ordinary robot navigation system. • Robot mode control We have defined three operating modes: normal, emergency, and manual mode. Each mode has its own control scenario and the semantic module determines transition between the three modes.
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TABLE I E RROR DEFINITIONS OF THE PROPOSED ROBOT SYSTEM . Error types System error



Navigation error



Localization error



Miscellaneous error



•



Description Robot OS suspension Server OS suspension Internal robot sensor failure Internal robot controller failure Start position error Destination position error Dynamic obstacles Mobile platform error Other unknown error Connection failure Communication failure Ambient light interference Initialization failure Collision with passers-by Bumper mal-function Breakaway from normal paths or kidnapping Charging failure Abnormal low power Physical damage of sensor nodes



Fig. 5.



The user can override the current operating mode at any time, which triggers transition to the manual mode. Event handling Events detected at the semantic module also triggers transition among the three operating modes. In our implementation, detection of an event given by a magnetic door sensor, PIR (Passive InfraRed) sensor, or a combination of both triggers transition to emergency mode from normal mode.



The semantic module of Fig. 4 monitors various status data gathered by the robot system and determines intervention of the user according to the decision made inside the semantic module. By making use of network and communication infrastructure, the user can take care of imminent system errors, whereas traditionally, the robot itself had to carry out error handling, leading to unsatisfactory task execution. More specifically, the semantic module provides functions of processing world model, representing robot service knowledge, and performing service execution. The aforementioned functions are implemented by an embedded rule engiene called eBossam [19]. eBossam is a forward-chaining production rule engine built based on the RETE algorithm [20]. eBossam contains a set of inference rules for performing simple reasoning over OWL ontology. Reference [21] provides more details about the semantic module. The performance of the semantic module has a direct influence on the apparent behavior of the robot and one may measure the task intelligence by the number of user intervention in the robot task execution—the smaller the intervention is, the higher the task intelligence becomes. IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS The prototype security system is directed to an office monitoring application, where a robot carries out a routine patrol task under normal conditions. We have implemented the prototype security system on the ground floor of our



A screen shot of the developed web-service client program.



building, the area of which was measured to be 74.8 m × 25.2 m (see Fig. 8 for layout of the workplace). The localization network periodically provides location data to the robot and the server, with which the robot carries out a navigation task and at the same time, the user can check the current location of the robot by issuing an inquiry to the server. We have developed a client program for displaying a 2D map, status data of the environment fed from the wireless sensor network2 , and location information of the robot as it moves. (Fig. 5 shows a screen capture of the developed web service client program.) The client program also provides a control interface for controlling the behavior of the robot in case of manual operation. When the semantic module detects irregular situation by contextual information processing, it subsequently issues a new navigation task to the robot to visit the spot in question. Also, when the semantic module determines handover of task control, a short message service, for example is delivered to the user, after which the user may monitor the current scene transmitted by video stream encoded according to H.263 protocol (see Fig. 6-(a)) and manipulate the situation at his or her will by using relevant user interface provided by the remote terminal (in our case, the remote terminal is a mobile phone, an exemplary user interface of which is shown in Fig. 6-(b)). As we clarified in Section II, another goal of this research work is to realize large-area robot navigation. To that end, the foremost requirement is to secure a reliable wireless network covering a large-area. A conventional choice of a network robot is to employ a wireless access point (AP) for data communication. A typical coverage of an AP is about 10 ∼ 30 m of radius, which implies communication cutoff when a mobile robot moves out of the coverage of a current AP. The proposed human-in2 u-clips in Fig. 4 represents a sensor node with the proposed mobilitysupporting feature.
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V. C ONCLUSION



(a)



(b)



Fig. 6. (a) A snapshot of video streaming provided by the video camera installed in the robot. (b) The mobile user interface developed for remote manipulation of security task.



Fig. 7.



We have proposed a robot system utilizing a human-inthe-loop structure. Pervasive network and communication infrastructure enables the proposed structure to be available under ordinary environments. The proposed human-in-theloop structure can render a robot application vulnerable to environment changes into a reliable solution. The design of a semantic module is important for the proposed mechanism to be a practical solution. Domain and task knowledge should be properly encoded into the rule engine of the semantic module so that the remote user can properly handle unknown events originating from dynamic environments based on alarming of the semantic module. We also implemented a large-area navigation solution by setting up a wireless mesh network across a large area. The proposed robot security application is a generic framework which can be modified into different robot applications by introducing relevant task intelligence (which is a set of control and inference rules utilizing domain and task knowledge). One of our future works include design of user interfaces that will facilitate the use of human-in-the-loop structure. VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS



Wireless network setup using WDS function.



the-loop perception also requires a reliable network, where various types of control and sensing data should be delivered to and from the remote user and the robot. Fortunately, we could implement a large-area networking solution by using custom-off-the-shelf wireless access points. The employed AP provides a so-called WDS (Wireless Distribution System) function. The WDS function enables wireless connection of APs, which is useful for building a wireless mesh network in a large area, whereby the user can enjoy seamless data service while he or she is moving around. Fig. 7 illustrates a basic configuration of APs utilizing WDS function. Fig. 8 illustrates our setup of APs to build a largearea wireless network. From the viewpoint of mobile robot navigation, the robot transfers sensor data to a nearby AP by using the same IP address, which removes unnecessary reconnection sequence when the robot crosses boundaries of APs, leading to removal of network delay. Due to this property, we could implement the proposed human-in-theloop perception seamlessly across the operating area.



Fig. 8.



Setup of large-area wireless network.
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